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All forms of violence and harassment occurring in the work environment and the business world cannot be tolerated, as it is a violation, or human rights abuse 
and could affect one's health and dignity also their family and social environments. In terms of labour market and gender equality, violence and harassment 
affect their participation in the market, and particularly, could likely prevent women from entering it (especially in the sector and occupation that are male 
dominated) and to keep staying. This issue too, adversely affects the labour relations and company productivity which would affect on decent work 
achievements for all. Given that the most negatively affected are workers, regardless of gender and work nature and contract status.



Despite it is a very serious problem, still many parties and people do not understand what constitute violence and harassment in the world of work. 
Information on this particular issue is still very limited Indonesia. It Can Happen to Anyone! a Survey Report on Violence and Harassment in the World of Work in 
Indonesia 2022 documenting various experiences, knowledge and responses from workers coming from different sectors and regions in Indonesia, ILO’s 
commitment to promote a safe world of work for all in Indonesia.



Engaging Never Okay Project, ILO has conducted a series of digital campaign activities in social media to raise awareness on the significance of eradication of 
violence and harassment in the world of work, especially of young Indonesian workers. Expected, this campaign will gain more attention and attract active role 
of young generation and workers in various sectors to voice the importance of having prevention and handling mechanism against violence and harassment in 
business and employer environment.



This report shows findings for past two years, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic situation and more work activities use online platform. These findings, 
in this report, would help push for the effective prevention and handling as prescribed by the ILO Convention No. 190 (ILO C190) regarding Prevention and 
Handling of Violence and Harassment in the World of Work for a more strategic and focused measures. ILO C190 recognizes important role of the government, 
business and employers, labour/workers unions, media, education and the general public.



ILO C190 recognizes the rights of every worker in a world of work that is free from violence and harassment, including gender-based violence and harassment. 
In case ratified, this instrument will further strengthen the existing regulations and policies. In addition, it would provide clear directions to government and 
employers in order to take proactive measures to prevent violence and harassment in the world of work, moving from relying on individual complaints, or 
being reactive, to a more systemized collective approach.



ILO would like to acknowledge the active participation from the media and community partners and tripartite constituents in this survey and their continuous 
efforts to bring about decent work through a world of work that is free from violence and harassment in Indonesia.

Michiko Miyamoto

ILO Country Director for Indonesia and Timor-Leste

Introduction
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Never Okay Project (NOP) warmly welcomes the "Survey Report on Violence and Harassment in the World of Work 2022". In this opportunity, I am the initiator 

of Never Okay Project, want to greatly appreciate the International Labor Organization (ILO) Jakarta Office and the respondents who have supported the whole 

process of this extremely important survey.



In the midst of euphoria of getting Law No.12 of 2022 about Sexual Violence Crime (SVC Law) passed, we still have to face real threats from sexual violence and 

harassment in the world of work. Unfortunately, almost certainly, no progressive development is happening from the implementation of the State's 

commitment as a result from the SVC Law enactment, in terms of promoting proper protection ecosystems for workers, especially the vulnerable groups.



Whereas, as matter of fact, workers in Indonesia are now struggling, from being squeezed by giant rocks of problems: trend of termination, narrowing formal 

employment to wage complication. Since 2017, NOP regards that labour rights in practice are undermined by human rights violations, sexual violence and 

harassment. This survey report has highlighted practice of normalizing this, perpetuated by all parties, the state, business actors and workers themselves.



Whereas, the current law enforcement instruments are busied with the narrative of restorative justice, the opposite happens, blocking the avenue for justice 

seekers. Most of the respondents’ responses are supported by similar case analysis, indicating that justice seekers who managed to report to the law enforcers 

had to take in bitter pills of being victimized, even worse is the potential threat of libel due to the draconian law on the Electronic Information and Transaction.



NOP regards, in this very complicated situation, all parties should be collectively ready to stop the practice of normalizing sexual violence and harassment. 

State needs to be present by immediately ratifying ILO Convention Number 190 on the Elimination of Violence and Harassment in the World of Work. Holding 

G20 Presidency this year, Indonesia needs to show its leadership by following suit the commitment from 11 countries that have made it beforehand. The hope 

is that a ‘new normal’ of safe world of work for all will be realized soon.

Alvin Nicola,

Never Okay Project Initiator

Introduction
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Violence and harassment in the world of work, including 
gender-based violence, are serious problems. The violence 
and harassment, can have a negative impact on the business 
world, companies and workers, including affecting 
relationships in the workplace, health and workers welfare, 
productivity of the company and employees, and company 
reputation.



One of the challenges in ending violence and harassment in 
the world of work in Indonesia is the lack of public 
awareness regarding this matter, including ability to identify 
form of violence and harassment, and how to deal with it. 
Often likened to phenomenon of the iceberg, most victims of 
violence and harassment in the world of work that are 
reluctant to report their cases.



In June 2019, the International Labor Conference in Geneva, 
representing elements of government, employers, and 
labour/workers unions of its member countries; adopt ILO 
Convention No.190 (ILO C190) on the Elimination of Violence 
and Harassment in World of Work. This is the first 
international treaty to recognize the right of everyone to a 
free from violence and harassment world of work.



Background ILO C190 is an important instrument developed by the world 
of work (government, employers and workers 
representatives), and establish a clear and general 
framework to prevent and address violence and harassment, 
based  on an inclusive, integrated and gender responsive 
approach.



Yet, limited information on data, research, and case analysis 
reports in Indonesia on violence and harassment in the 
world of work in Indonesia (especially on forms other than 
sexual violence and harassment), are also a challenge. 
However, the availability of relevant data is very important to 
address urgency of this issue, including it could be used as 
basis for the  development of prevention programs and case 
handling. 



This Survey on Violence and Harassment in the World of 
Work 2022, International Labor Organization (ILO) Jakarta  
office and Never Okay Project attempted to map the 
experience  of workers in Indonesia related to violence and 
harassment in the world of work, as victims and witnesses 
within the past 2 years (2020-2022). Apart from filling 
emptiness ini data, this survey report is also an opportunity 
to raise awareness and engage with different parties and 
stakeholders. 

Methodology
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In this regard, the ratification of the ILO Convention 190 on the 
“Elimination of Violence and Harassment in the World of Work” 
could support the Sexual Violence Crime Law No.12/2002 and 
shows  a stronger and more serious commitment in providing 
protection to Indonesian workers against violence and 
harassment in the world of work

 Obtain information, overview of knowledge, and 
experience related violence and harassment in the world 
of work (including workers' vulnerability factors)

 As a basis for awareness programs and activities for the 
community and stakeholders on the problems, risks, 
prevention efforts, and coping mechanisms to violence 
and harassment in the world of work for creating a safe 
and decent work environment for all workers in 
Indonesia, and the business world

 As a basis for social dialogues with tripartite constituents, the 
Indonesian government, and the members of parliament, in 
following up on and complementing the  existing national 
policies,  and  to consider ratifying ILO Convention No.190 on 
the "Elimination of Violence and Harassment in the World of 
Work". In addition, it also invites corporations, companies, 
businesses, (start-up companies) start-up, and other type of 
employers, develop a zero-tolerance policy on violence and 
harassment in the world of work.

Objectives

Methodology

Scope

Quantitative by using online surveys.

 Respondent's knowledge on violence and harassment in 
the world of work (including what kind of policy 
mechanisms workplaces already have in place).

 Respondents' experiences related to violence and 
harassment in the world of work from the side of victims 
and witnesses for 2020-2022.

 Action plan respondents will develop related to violence 
and harassment in the world of work from the side of 
victims and witnesses as well as outcome of its handling.

08 It can happen to anyone
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Mapping of Respondents in 
the Survey on Violence and 
Harassmentin the World of 
Work in Indonesia 2022
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Woman Man Non-binary/

Queer

0

25

50

75

100

73.66%

24.47%864

287
22

1.88%

0.3%
4 respondents

Primary School

1.28%
15 respondents

Middle School/Equiv

19.18%
225 respondents

High School/Equiv

9.04%
106 respondents

Diploma

58.82%
690 respondents

Univ. Degree

10.91%
128 respondents

Masters Degree

0.43%
5 responden

PhD

25-34 years old

18-24 years old
35-44 years old

611 respondents

291 respondents
202 respondents

52.09%

24.81%17.22%

5,03%

59 respondents

4 respondents6 respondents

45-54 years old

<18 years old>55 years old 0.34%0.51%

Respondents Demography

Gender Identity

Level of Education

Age
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Volunteers Apprentice Freelance Job Seekers/
applicants

Contractual,  
kontrak, 

outsourced, 
partner

Staff Managerial Executives Enterpreuner, 
founder, 

employer, 
owner

0

25

50

75

100

4.09% 2.90%
9.89% 9.89%9.63%

17.31%

42.63%

0.60% 2.98%

Title/Position

Total Income Per Month

Daily Work Activities

Workplace Characteristics

Work in office/ 
office room

Work from field 
and outdoor

Work from 
home/online

310 respondents

310 respondents

870 respondents26.43%

26.43%

74.17%

<1,8

*in million of rupiah

~5 ~10 >10

0%

22.08%

42.46%

22.68%

12.79%

IDR 1.800.001 - 5.000.000 | 498 respondents 

IDR 5.000.001 - 10.000.000 | 266 respondents

Up to IDR 1.800.000 | 259 respondents

More than IDR 10.000.000 | 150 respondents

380 respondents

Majority male 
workers

32.40%
300 respondents

Majority female 
workers

25.58%
493 respondents

Ratio of equality of 
male and female 

workers

42.03%

Respondents Demography
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Work Sector

Private Sector Public Sector

12.53% 147 respondents

Education and research

11.42% 134 respondents

Non-profits (local NGOs, 
International organizations, 
community)

9.29% 109 respondents

Health and sports

6.48% 76 respondents

Government

0.94% 11 respondents

Transportation

0.86% 8 respondents

Law enforcement and military

0.60% 7 respondents

Religion

0.09% 1 respondents

Politics (political parties 
and institutions)

8.53% 100 respondents

Media, creative industries, and 
the arts

6.05% 71 respondents

Finance (banking, securities, 
insurance and investment)

5.71% 67 respondents

Manufacturing (Automotive, 
food processing, engineering, 
textile, metal, chemical)

4.77%
Food and beverage industry

56 respondents

4.52% 53 respondents

Retail and other consumer 
goods

3.58% 42 respondents

Property, real estate, 
construction, and infrastructure

3,41%3.41% 40 respondents

Technology, telecommunications, and IT

2.64% 31 respondents

Digital based digital, digital 
start- up, digital based   platform

1.62% 19 respondents

Mining, oil, and gas

1.36% 16 respondents

Tourism and hospitality

1.11% 13 respondents

Domestic worker (Domestic 
work, nannies, drivers, 
caregivers for eldest)

1.11% 13 respondents

Agriculture, plantations,  and 
fisheries

0.26% 3 respondents

Maritime and marine

Other

17.82% 209 respondents

Other

44.67% 17.82%

Respondents Demography

37.51%



14.49% 85.51%

170 respondents

Yes No

1003 respondents

2.56% 97.53%

30 respondents

Yes No

1144 respondents

5.80% 94.20%

68 respondents

Yes No

1105 respondents

People with disabilities People with HIV/AIDS

Members of Trade Union/Association/Workers Association

Respondents Demography
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33.25%
DKI Jakarta

0.26%
Gorontalo

0.94%
Sulawesi Utara

0.17%
Southeast Sulawesi

0.60%
Maluku

0.43%
North Maluku

0.26%
West Papua

1.11%
Papua

0.85%
East Nusa Tenggara

0.68%
West Nusa Tenggara

1.53%
Bali

11.59%
East Java

6.56%
Central Java

18.07%
West Java

5.29%
Banten

0.60%
Lampung

0.77%
Bengkulu

0.68%
West Sumatra

1.96%
North Sumatra

0.60%
Aceh

0.43%
South Sumatra

1.28%
Riau 0.51%

Jambi

0.09%
Bangka Belitung Island

0.43%
Riau Island

5.80%
DI Yogyakarta

0.77%
Central Sulawesi

1.02%
South Sulawesi

1.45%
East Kalimantan

0.94%
Central Kalimantan

0.77%
West Kalimantan

1.11%
South Kalimantan

Total

1173
respondents

0.34%
Overseas

Respondents Demography
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01
Knowledge of Indonesian 
Workers regarding 
Violence and Harassment 
in the World of Work

First finding
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Respondents assume examples below are  violence 
and harassment in the world of work:

Majority of Workers Can Identify 

Violence and Harassment in the World of Work



In the six examples of forms of violence and harassment 
provided, the majority of the respondents could identify 
that these examples are forms of violence and 
harassment in the world of work. This is certainly a 
positive finding.



The ability to identify forms of violence and harassment 
in the world of work is very critical so to build a safer 
culture and work environment. Included in the effort to 
end normalization of some forms of violence and 
harassment, as well as preventing the continued habit of 
victim blaming.

89.51%
1050 respondents

Touched, kissed, or hugged without 
consent

80.39%
981 respondents

Bullying

80.39%
943 respondents

Received winking, sexual 
gesture

79.37%
931 respondents

Get scolded, yelled at, and other verbal 
disturbing comments

75.36%
884 respondents

Beaten, kicked, slapped

73.49%
862 respondents

Spreading rumors/gossip online

Knowledge of Indonesian Workers

Majority of Respondents Can Identify

Violence and Harassment in the World of Work

It can happen to anyone 16



02
Respondents’ 
Experiences on Violence 
and Harassment in the 
World of Work

(As Victims)

Second finding
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It Can Happen to Anyone!

Indonesian Workers Are Still Vulnerable to Violence and Harassment in the World of Work

of 1173 respondents, 70.93% have 
experienced at least one form of the violence  
and harassment in the world of work. 852

Among the victims:

30.65%
255 respondents

respondents experienced 1 form of violence or 
harassment in the world of work

18.51%
154 respondents

respondents experienced 2 forms of violence or 
harassment in the world of work

23.32%
194 respondents

respondents experienced 3 forms of violence or 
harassment in the world of work

18.75%
156 respondents

respondents experienced 4 forms of violence or 
harassment in the world of work

8.77%
73 respondents

respondents experienced 5 forms of violence or 
harassment in the world of work

18 It can happen to anyone
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Vulnerability by gender: Vulnerability of workers with disabilities:

95.45% respondents of non-binary/queer have experienced 
at least one form of violence and harassment in the 
world of work (21 of 22 respondents)

86.21% respondents with disabilities

have been victims

75.93% female respondents have experienced at least 
one form of violence and harassment in the world 
of work (656 out of 864 female respondents)

70.54% respondents with no disability

have been victims

54.01% male respondents have experienced at least 
one form of violence and harassment in the 
world of work (155 of 287male respondents)

It can happen to anyone 19
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Some vulnerability factors identified in this survey are: For that, gender and non-discriminatory approach is 
needed to address the problem of violence and 
harassment in the world of work.


2. Disability: Workers with disability are more

Vulnerable to experiencing violence	and harassment in 
the world of work compared to workers with no 
disabilities.

1. Gender Identity: When compared to male workers, 
female workers are more vulnerable to violence and 
harassment in the world of work. This finding shows that 
in any day female workers live in the world of work, they 
are often faced with risks, as well as threats of violence 
and harassment. However, more than half of the male 
respondents (54.01%) also experienced violence and 
harassment in the world of work. This figure is not small, 
a reminder for it can happen to anyone! 

The vulnerability factors mentioned above would also 
mean an emphasis of the significance of making the 
world  of work safer for vulnerable groups (in this case 
women, non-binary, and workers with disability).This survey also maps experience of non-binary or  queer 

workers. Non-binary is a gender identity term that does 
not refer specifically to any gender such as woman or man.

The survey shows that 21 out of a total of 22 non-
respondents-binary (95.45%) admitted to having 
experienced some form of violence and harassment in the 
world of work.


Majority of respondents who have been victims suggest

the high vulnerability of Indonesian workers

Respondent’s Experience as a Victim



Vulnerability by workplace characteristics:

74.21% Respondents who work in a male 
dominated workplace and were victims 
(282 of 380 respondents)

69.37% Respondents who work in a workplace 
of equal proportions and were victims 
(342 of 493 respondent)

69.33% Respondents who work in a female 
dominated workplace and were victims 
(208 of 300 respondents)

Vulnerable Workers

By Workplace Characteristics

0

25

50

75

100

0

25

50

75

100

74.21%
69.37 % 69.33 %

Despite its small gap, more prevalence of violence and 
harassment are found in a male dominated workplace. 
This surely has something to do with gender 
inequalities, as previously mentioned in the factors of 
vulnerability based on gender identity. In addition, 

this survey also shows a positive correlation between 
women's representation and a decrease in the 
percentage of violence and harassment. 

It can happen to anyone 21
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Violence and Harassment in Various Work Sectors

Private Sector Public Sector

100.00% 1 victim of1respondent

Politics (party and 
political institution)

87.50% 7 victims of 8 respondents

Law enforcement and military

82.89% 63 victims out of 76 respondents

Government

74.83% 110 victims of 147 respondents 

Education and research

74.31% 81victims ofi109 respondents

Health and sports

71.43% 5 victims of 7 respondents

Religious

63.64% 7 victims of 11 respondents

Transportation

58.21% 78 victims of134 respondentsI

Non-profit (Local NGOs, 
international organizations, 
communities)

84.62% 11 victims from 13 respondents

Agriculture, plantation, and 
fisheries

81.25% 13 victims of 16 respondents

Tourism and hospitality

80.95% 34 victims of 42 respondents

Property, real estate, construction,

and infrastructure

79.25% 42 victims of 53 respondents

Retail and other consumer 
goods

79.10% 53 victims of 67respondents

Manufacture (automotive,

processing food, engineering, textile,

metal, chemical)

Food and beverage industry
78.57% 44 victims of 56 respondents

76.92% 10 victims of 13 respondents

Domestic workers (household

work, babysitters, drivers,

caregiver for eldest)

75.00% 30 victims from 40 respondents

Technology, telecommunication, 

and IT

70.00% 70 victims of 100 respondents

Media, creative industries, and 
art

68.42% 13 victims of 19 respondents

Mining, oil and gas

66.67% 2 victims of 3 respondents

Maritime and marine

63.38% 45victim of 71 respondents

Finance (banking, securities,

insurance, and investment)

58.06% 18 victims of 31 respondents

Digital based company, start-up 
digital, digital based platform

Other

60.90% 95 victims of

156 respondentsOther



The survey report shows that violence and harassment in 
the world of work occurs in various work sectors. As 
matter of fact, in every single sector, there are at least 
58.06% victims. For this, policies for preventing and 
handling cases of violence and harassment are important 
for employers of any sector, both in the public and private 
sectors.

ILO Convention No.190 covers all sectors of work, public 
and private in the formal or informal economy, and in 
urban as well as rural areas. “Do you know?

It can happen to anyone 23
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Psychological Violence and Harassment Is Most Rampant!

The most common forms of violence and harassment


according to the experience respondent had as a


victim:

In addition to the form, this survey also maps


out experiences of online violence and harassment, where:

77.40%
644 respondents

Respondents experienced  
violence and harassment

psychological

50.48%
420 respondents

Respondents experienced  violence 
and harassment

sexual

50.12%
417 respondents

Respondents experienced the 
 of violence and harassment

economic

dimension

18.63%
199 respondents

Respondents experienced  violence 
and harassment

physical

48.56%
404 respondents

respondents experienced  violence 
and harassment

online

From so many experiences in violence and harassment in

the world of work, psychological violence and harassment

occurred the most with 77.40% respondents have

experienced. Followed by sexual, economic and physical

violence and harassment. The experiences are as the result

of unequal power relations in the world of work.



In addition to the various forms of violence and 
harassment that happen in the real world, this survey also 
captures violence and harassment happening online, on

various platforms or communication media used by 
workers.

24 It can happen to anyone
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On 21 June 2019 in Geneva, Switzerland, ILO Convention 190 (ILO C190)

officially adopted by the tripartite constituents of the International Labor

Organization (ILO) consisting of representatives of governments, employers

and workers from 187 member countries. ILO C190 entitled “Elimination of 
Violence and Harassment in the World of Work” is accompanied by

Recommendation No. 206 which serves as a more detailed guideline. This

convention is a treaty the first international convention to recognize the

rights of everyone for a world of work free from violence and harassment.

ILO C190 is the latest international labor standard highlighting the

important role of various parties in fighting violence and harassment in the

world of work, including the role of governments, employers and trade

unions.



ILO Convention No.190 defines violence and harassment in the world of

work as:

“A range of unacceptable behaviors and practices, a threat thereof, a single

occurrence or repeated, and potentially lead to physical, psychological,

sexual, and economic harms.”

Do you know?

For more information, please

scan the following barcode

C190 Elimination of Violence and

Harassment in the World of Work

It can happen to anyone 25
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https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---ilo-jakarta/documents/legaldocument/wcms_740454.pdf
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The most frequent psychological violence and harassment


experienced by 77.40% of the total number of victims. There 
is a pattern that a victim could experience more than one 
forms of psychological violence and harassment.



It is not only the physical assault, psychological violence


and harassment/abuse must still be taken seriously,


especially given the high percentage of respondents


who have experienced these forms of violence and


harassment.

Bullying is a repeated and continuous aggressive 
behavior to deliberately hurt another person.

Do you know?

Psychological

Violence and Harassment

Psychological forms of violence and harassment


experienced by respondents:

Berated/ridiculed, humiliated, belittled, 
profanity jokes

67.39%
434 respondents

48.45%
312 respondents

Spreading false rumors/gossips

Get scolded, yelled at, and other verbal 
disturbing comments

42.70%
275 respondents

30.43%
196 respondents

Bullying

29.66%
191 respondents

Exclusion

11.65%
75 respondents

Verbal bullying

*percentage of total 644 respondents experienced

psychological violence and harassment
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Sexual Violence and Harassment

Form of sexual violence and harassment respondents


experienced:

74.29%
312 respondents

Teasing/jokes/cat calling that is sexual in

nature, including calls such as “Honey”,

“Beautiful”, “Sexy” without consent

49.29%
207 respondents

Wink/leering/eyes are fixed on body parts

with sexual expressions

47.14%
198 respondents

Being kissed, touched, or hugged without 
consent

13.57%
57 respondents

Exposing genitals, or other sexual content 
(in person)

8.10%
34 respondents

Intimidation/forced/threatened so to

engage in sexual activity

7.14%
30 respondents

Attempt to rape/rape

*percentage of total 420 respondents experienced sexual violence

and harassment

Despite a lot of education about violence and harassment, this


phenomenon is still happening in the world of work. 74,29% of


the respondents said to have experienced as victim of sexual


teasing/jokes/cat calling or more popularly known as verbal 
sexual harassment. Verbal sexual harassment is one form that is 
often normalized or considered normal, with the excuse of 
‘joking’, even ‘praise’.



One element of sexual harassment is the presence of quid-pro


quo. Quid pro quo, In Bahasa Indonesia, means “This favor is


for that favor.” In the context of violence and harassment in the


world of work, this is a situation where the harasser asks the


target to do certain sexual behavior, in condition


(exchange) of fulfilling workers’ rights, job opportunity, and 
other offer. The offers can include leave entitlements, easy


access to work, promotions to better position, payment of


wages/salaries, contract renewal, and so forth. Besides the


promises, the quid-pro-quo often involves threats. Example:


threat of termination of employment sanction such as transfer,


and so on. 
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Law No 12 of 2022 on the Sexual Violence Crime (SVC

Law) certainly marks important progress in the protection of 
Indonesian workers. However, as the name suggests, this law only 
focuses on various acts of sexual violence, but does not cover 
other forms of violence and harassment. Ratification of ILO 
Convention No. 190 is crucial as one of the efforts to complement 
the SVC Law

Do you know?
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Economic Dimensions of Violence and Harassment

Economic dimension of violence and harassment


experienced by respondents:

74.58%
311 respondents

Required to do tasks beyond responsibility of 
your position and with high workload

(must always work overtime without

incentives, not enough rest)

42.45%
177 respondents

Often asked to work late at night beyond normal

hours work, or outside work environment

33.09%
138 respondents

Forced to work without clear payment of salary/
wages

*percentage: of the total 417 respondents, who experience economic

dimension of violence and harassment

Of the total 417 victims of violence and harassment with an


economic dimension, 74.58% said they had been required to


do tasks beyond their role and responsibilities and with very


high workload (overtime work without incentives and not 
enough rest provided), 42.45% said they were often asked to 
work late at night beyond working hours schedule and 
Another 33.09% have been forced to work without clear 
payments.



Company management/ employers and labour/workers unions 
may pay more attention to these things and discuss them in an 
industrial relations social dialogue.

The modern world of work has recently been rife with the term


Hustle Culture, where workloads exceed the role and workdays


are full with overtime work. It is worth to note excessive 
workloads beyond the responsibility of roles and working time 
standard is a form of violence in the world of work.
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Hustle culture first appeared on social media as something 
positive to motivate job seekers. Gradually the term reverses 
direction, and began to show its bad side. Violence and 
harassment in the world of work which has an economic 
dimension is one of the bad effects of this phenomenon.



The hustle culture trend is certainly neither in line with the decent 
work principle nor ILO standard decent work . Provided that 
Indonesia has ratified ILO 8 core conventions, ideally every worker 
shall have right to decent work. 

Do you know?
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Forms of physical violence and harassment respondents 
have experienced:

Other physical assault63.23%
98 respondents

Beating25.81%
57 respondents

Slapping16.13%
25 respondents

Kicking10.97%
17 respondents

Physical bullying9.68%
15 respondents

Attempted murder9.03%
14 respondents

Despite being the most easily identifiable form, yet, physical


violence and harassment still occurs in the world of work. 
The forms of these respondents have experienced including


punching, slapping, kicking, beatings, mobbing, other 
physical attacks to attempted murder. Not rare, this form of 
violence is used as a disciplinary action, even if this is not 
necessarily institutionalized written official rules for 
disciplinary measures in the company.



On the other hand, a large number of respondents who have


experienced “physical abuses”, suggesting its wide scale. 
This information sends important messages on more


comprehensive forms of violence and harassment.*percentage of total 155 respondents 
experiencing physical Violence and 
harassment
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Online Dimensions of Violence and Harassment

Forms of online violence and harassment


experienced by respondents:

*percentage, total of 404 respondents who experienced

online violence and harassment

44.55%
180 respondents

Online sexual teasing /jokes

42.33%
171 respondents

Received sexting/email/image/audio/video/stickers 
with sexual content online

38.12%
154 respondents

Trolling, humiliating, belittling online

30.20%
122 respondents

Spreading false rumors/gossips

16.58%
67 respondents

Sharing photos, or videos without consent online

16.34%
66 respondents

Cyber bullying

14.85%
60 respondents

Cursing, shouting s (example: via Zoom)

7.67%
31 respondents

Intimidated/coerced/threatened to engage in 
sexual activity

With the Future of Work, various activities and 
communication at work are getting easier to do using digital


technology and internet. Besides, the Covid-19 pandemic


has hit the world and forced most workers, and employers


to use the technology in work and communication.



Unfortunately, this does not remove prevalence of violence


and harassment in the world of work. Albeit, no physical


contact, harassment and violence can still occur easily using


advanced technology, and right now is popularly known as


Online Gender Based Violence (OGBV). This survey


report shows the most OGBV respondents experienced are


online sexual teasing/ jokes. 
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Cyberbullying often occurs repeatedly and sometimes starts out as 
a joke. Cyberbullying also often occurs as a continuation of direct

bullying.



According to the Never Okay Project Survey and SAFEnet in 2020,

online sexual harassment experienced by workers while working

from home (WFH) is through several digital communication

platforms. 90% of them occur via messaging applications

(WhatsApp, Telegram, and others), 75% occur in online meetings

via video conferencing applications (Zoom, Meet, Skype, and

others), and 22% occur on social media (Instagram, Twitter, and

others)

Do you know?
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Supervisors and Coworkers are often the perpetrators!

Pelaku:

*percentage, total of 832 victims

54.81%
456 respondents

Supervisor/more senior co-workers

51.44%
428 respondents

Peer co-workers/equivalent positions and work

19.23%
160 respondents

Not sure/don't know the person

18.27%
152 respondents

Colleagues from outside organization (example: 
clients/customers, vendors, investors)

8.29%
69 respondents

Company owner

5.77%
48 respondents

Subordinates

4.81%
40 respondents

HR/Management

More senior supervisors or coworkers are in first position in

terms of perpetrators of violence and harassment in the


world work based on the gathered data, which is 54.81%.


This confirms the imbalance of power relations between the


perpetrator and the victim. In the context of the world of


work, not only inequality in gender relations but also in

terms of occupational position, title and power. 



In addition to internal perpetrators, this survey also shows


18.27% of the respondents experienced violence and


harassment from colleagues who work outside the


organization, such as clients/customers, vendors, or


investors. For employers, it is important to protect their

workers from violence and harassment by both internal and


external actors.
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Not Only Happen in Office!

Where it takes place:

*percentage, total of 832 victims

69.83%
581 respondents

In the office/room

39.06%
325 respondents

Online

21.88%
182 respondents

In the field and outside the office

building

14.42%
120 respondents

In public spaces (example: co-working 
space, rented meeting room)

12.74%
106 respondents

On journey to work/duty, training or work activity

10.46%
87 respondents

On journey to and from workplace

4.93%
41 respondents

At the accommodation provided by the

company/employer (example: dormitory, hotel)

3.25%
27 respondents

In sanitation facilities, washing and changing room

Based on the scene of the incident, violence and harassment


in the world of work can occur in many work-related sites.


Work activities in various industrial sectors happen not only


in one place/location, they are not free from the probability


of violence and harassment.



In addition to in the office/workspace (69.83%), the most


common incidents happened online (39.06%). This


highlights, especially with the shift in work patterns in


Indonesia after the pandemic hit. Online-based work


situations such as working from home, and working from


anywhere, it seems that incidents of violence and 
harassment cannot be ruled out. 
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According to the ILO Convention190, world of work includes
 Workplac
 Public and private spaces at the places we work (xample: fieldwork, 

co-working space
 Places where workers are paid, rested, or eat (example:canteen
 Sanitation, washing and changing facilitie
 Job training accommodatio
 Travel, training, or other social activities (e.g. going to school) field/

land/other facility; when traveling for work/office
 Accommodation provided by the Company (example: hotel, hostel, 

dormitory
 Traveling to and from wor
 Through work-related communications, including activity and online 

meeting (example: via chat/discussion on WhatsApp, during Zoom 
meeting)

Do you know?

For more information about

the ILO, Please scan the


following barcodes:

www.ilo.org/jakarta
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03
Respondents’ 
Experiences on Violence 
and Harassment in the 
World of Work

(As the Witness)

Third Finding 
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Respondent’s Experience as the Witness

A Large Number of Witnesses Show How Serious the Problem Is
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Although the difference is not that much, respondents


experience as witnesses (855 respondents or 72.89%) are


relatively higher compared to those experiencing 
themselves the violence and harassment in the world of 
work (832 respondents or 70.93%).



These findings show there are so many cases occur in our 
work environment. In this, role of the witness in fighting 
violence and harassment in the world of work is critical.


Intervention from witnesses (bystander intervention) on


cases of violence and harassment really require creation


of a safe world of work, and support to victims.

Respondents have seen/heard/read about


violence and harassment in the world of


work:

72.89% 27.20%

855 respondents

Yes No

319 respondents



04
Response, Impact, and

Handling Outcome

(Respondents experience 
as victims)

Fourth finding
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Many victims choose stay Silent

Responses, Impact, & Handling Outcome

Action taken by victims after experiencing


violence and harassment in the world of work:

* percentage of total 832 victims

47.72%
397 respondents

Talk to friends or families outside the workplace

42.55%
354 respondents

Silent and do not know what to do

34.50%
287 respondents

Talk to the perpetrator that I am not

comfortable and that the act is wrong

21.88%
182 respondents

 Leave the company/institution

17.55%
146 respondents

Fight and defend yourself, ask for help

16.25%
136 respondents

Report to coworkers

10.94%
91 respondents

Report to HR/Management

9.01%
75 respondents

Sharing experiences on anonymous social media or 
support platforms

4.69%
39 respondents

Documenting the incidence

3.61%
30 respondents

Report to community organization, community

or legal aid agencies

1.92%
16  respondents

Report to state institutions (Komnas Perempuan - 
National Commission on Violence Against Women, 
National Commission on Human Rights, etc.)

1.80%
15 respondents

Report to the Police

0.96%
8 respondents

Report to workers union

0.60%
5 respondents

Report to labour manpower office 
(Dinas Tenaga Kerja)
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To find justice, not all victims can pursue formal channels. 
Two top actions by victims fall into this category. A total of 
47.72% have told friends/ relatives outside work, 42.55% 
stayed silent and not knowing what to do. Attempts have 
been made through formal channel is still minimal, with 
10.94% of victims reported to HR/ Management (10.68%), 
1.80% of victims reported to the police (1.76%). The rest, only 
a few reported the cases to the union 0.96%. Even if, labour/
workers unions can be of victim supporters on the violence 
and harassment in the world of work.



The good news is that quite many survivors have rebuked 
the perpetrators, 34.50% told the perpetrator that they feel


uncomfortable and what they did is wrong. 

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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 Labour/workers union can play an important role in cases of violence and harassment in the 
world work. Likewise, union members can play an active role and enjoy some direct benefits. 
Labour/workers union can propose that employers make special rules to prevent and deal 
with violence and harassment in the world of work. Labour/workers unions can also provide 
assistance to victims of violence and harassment; in terms of providing  information related 
to the rights of victims based on the applicable regulations in the work environment. Labour/
workers unions can also initiate discussions and outreach with regard to violence and 
harassment.

 Spill the tea is a phenomenon in which a person shares the facts of an event they experience. 
Social media such as Instagram and Twitter are often the spaces for survivors of violence and 
harassment in the world of work for this. Although it takes an effort that requires courage, 
there are many negative haunting risks selecting this option. Included among the threats are 
the disclosure of the identity and personal information of survivors (doxxing), survivors to be 
blamed once again by the wider community (victim blaming), and threats from the 
perpetrators, including criminalizing survivors using defamation articles.

Do you know?

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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Negative Consequences are still Dominant

Case Handling in Numbers:

Positive

14.30%
119 respondents

Perpetrator apologizes

5.65%
47 respondents

Perpetrators receive sanctions (transfer,

suspension, reprimand) from company

management or committees/task forces

3.25%
27 respondents

Victim receives recovery, psychological

physical support

2.40%
20 respondents

Perpetrator were fired

0.60%
 5 respondents

The perpetrators were indicted /

imprisonment

Negative

1.56%
13 respondents

Victims are criminalized (face a lawsuit or indicted

instead)

3.00%
25 respondents

Victim and witnesses received threats

3.49%
29 respondents

Victim identity is shared

3.85%
32 respondents

Perpetrators repeat violence and harassment to 
the victim

4.93%
41 respondents

Victim receives sanction (transfer, suspension, 
reprimand) 

5.77%
48 respondents

Victim is fired/forced to resign

18.99%
158 respondents

Victim blaming

56.49%
470 respondents

None

13.10%
109 respondents

Settled through consensus/amicable manner 
within the company/institution

*percentage of total 832 victims

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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The handling of cases experienced by victims of violence and


harassment in the world of work were very much negative in


terms of results, especially no results (55.16%). This finding


relates to the many victims who choose to remain silent and 
do not report their cases as a result. 



In addition, in the second rank, there are still many


practices of blaming victims or victim blaming (18.54%).


This reminds us that there are still socio-cultural challenges


in Indonesian society existing, which often negatively label


victims of violence and harassment. For example, they are


labeled as 'provocative', 'inviting', 'wearing immodest


clothing', and so on. 

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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A Lack of Trust in HR/Management

Reasons for victims not to report to HR/Management: 

45.61%
338 respondents

Feel that HR/Management would not going to do 
anything

37.79%
280 respondents

Worried that no one will believe it

37.52%
278 respondents

Worried it will affect career 

31.44%
233 respondents

Fear of retaliation from

perpetrator

31.04%
230 respondents

Fear to be blamed

27.26%
202 respondents

Perpetrator have important position that can 
influence HR/Management

24.29%
180 respondents

Not want to bring back 
trauma

21.59%
160 respondents

Not willing to report because it is still regarded as 
tolerable and not crossing the line yet

14.44%
107 respondents

Do not know the process to report to HR/
Management

8.77%
65 respondents

Do not want to

trouble perpetrators

*percentage of 741 victims do not report to HR/Management
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Regarding the lack of reporting by victims to HR/Management, 
the finding shows indications of little trust from victims in HR/
Management, in which 45.61% of victims felt HR/Management 
would not do anything.



The perpetrators having more dominance, higher position and


holding power, is also a factor that contributes to the lack of 
reporting to HR where the victims are worried that there will be 
retaliation from the perpetrator (31.44%), also because 
perpetrators have more influence over the HR/Management 
(27.26%).



Overall, reasons behind the victim’s reluctance for not reporting 
to HR/Management also showing the victim's journey which often 
with feeling of loneliness going through this, worrying no one is 
going to believe them (37.79%) and fear to be blamed (31.04%).


Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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A Lack of Trust in the Police

The reasons victims did not report to the police:

50.08%
415 respondents

Feeling that the police are 
not going to do anything

34.88%
285 respondents

Worried if they have to 
spend a lot of money

31.09%
254 respondents

Fear to be blamed

30.60%
250 respondents

Afraid if no one believes

26.19%
214 respondents

Afraid of retaliation from 
perpetratos

25.21%
206 respondents

Not reporting because it is 
regarded as still tolerable 
and not crossing the line yet

21.79%
178 respondents

Do not know mechanism to 
report to the police

19.46%
159 respondents

Do not want to resurrect 
trauma 

9.91%
81 respondents

Do not want to trouble the 
perpetrators

*percentage is from total 817 victims who did not report to the police

With regard to underreporting from victims to 
the police, an indication that there is a little 
trust from victims in the Police where 50.08% 
victims feel the police is not going to do 
anything. In addition, a quite a number of


respondents (34.88%), that reporting to the 
police will make them have to spend a lot of 
money.

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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High Desire to Resign

The professional impact felt by the victim:

47.00%
391 respondents

Want to leave the company/institution

41.35%
344 respondents

Avoid certain job situation (meeting, 
location, working schedule, etc.)

39.18%
326 respondents

Want to move to other industry that is safer

26.56%
221 respondents

Asking co-workers to be more careful

and demanding improvement in safety

and security at work from the management

24.16%
191 respondents

Want to take temporary 
leave/day off

22.96%
201 respondents

My performance is going down &

poor performance appraisal

18.15%
151 respondents

Raise our voice (speak up) in the

community and becoming activists to voice

significance of a free of harassment work

environment.

9.74%
81 respondents

Do not want to work anymore, forever

*percentage of the total 832 victims

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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Violence and harassment in the world of work have


negatively impacted on the victim, including


professional impact. 40.38% of victims of violence


and harassment mostly want to quit the company/
institution where they work. This shows the 
significance of a safe work environment to maintain 
performance and worker productivity, as well as 
preventing disruption of business operations.



In addition, 39.18% of victims (326 people) said they


wanted to move to a safer work industry. This shows,


if violence and harassment occur frequently and 
continue to be allowed in an industry, then there is a


risk that the industry will lose workers who have the


potential, skills, and competencies.

On the other hand, 26.56% of victims (221 people)


asked their co-workers to be more careful and


proposed improvements to the work safety and


security conditions to the management, and 18.15% of


victims (151 people) dared to speak up in the 
community and being an activist to call for the


importance of a safe work environment free of


harassment. This is a positive finding as it shows a 
notion of resistance against violence and harassment in 
the working environment. 

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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Disruption of the Victim's Physical, Mental Health, and Social Relationships

Personal impact on victims

63.22%
526 respondents

Upset and feeling 
uncomfortable

55.05%
458 respondents

Mental health problem 
(depression, anxiety, stress, 
fear)

44.72%
381 respondents

Shameful and lack of self-
confident

45.79%
345 respondents

Social relationship and 
communication with friends, 
relatives and relations 
outside work are disturbed

31.85%
265 respondents

Self-blaming

24.52%
204 respondents

Physical health problem 
(headache, insomnia,

aching/pain, etc.)

12.86%
107 respondents

Thought of committing 
suicide 

*percentage of the total 832 victims

Apart from having a professional impact,


violence and harassment also affected 
personally. The negative impact is felt by


the victim in terms of physical and mental


health. In addition, social relationships 
and communication with friends, family 
and relationships outside of work are 
disrupted (41.47). Meaning that, although 
violence and harassment occur in the 
world of work, their effects extend beyond 
work relationships. The most worrying 
impact of course is the victim's


desire to end his life (12.86%).

Response, Impact, & Handling Outcome
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05
Response, Impact and 
Handling Outcome

(Respondents experience 
as Witness)

Firth finding 
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Victim’s safety is  Number one for Witness

Response, impact, and Handling Outcome as Witness

What witnesses did when the incident happened:

35.56%
304 respondents

Taking the victim to a safer place

34.39%
294 respondents

Silence and do not know what 
to do

32.40%
277 respondents

Stop the perpetrator at the 
time of occurence

27.02%
231 respondents

Asking other co-workers to stop 
the perpetrators

20.58%
176 respondents

Diverting the perpetrators

16.49%
141 respondents

Documenting occurrence for 
evidence

2.92%
25 respondents

View the conduct as normal, often 
happen and taken it for granted

*percentage of total 855 witnesses

In cases of violence and harassment, victims experience 
the biggest loss, both psychologically, physically and 
economically. 35.56% of the witnesses realized the 
importance of the safety and security of the victim by 
taking the victim to another safer place when the incident 
occurred. However, it is not uncommon for witnesses to 
remain silent and do not know what to do, with 34.39% of 
the respondents admit this. This likely happens if the 
witness is afraid, or does not know if there is an internal 
complaint mechanism, or has not received any training on 
violence and harassment in her workplace.



Overall, there is indication of positive patterns where many 
witnesses can fall under the category of active witnesses 
given that 32.40% said they stopped the perpetrator
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at the same time, 27.02% asked other co-workers to


stop the perpetrator, 20.58% diverted the perpetrator's 
attention and 16.49% documented the incident as evidence. 
In this case, it is important to encourage witnesses to be 
more proactive when responding to incidents of violence and 
sexual harassment (active bystander). Unfortunately, there 
are still witnesses who consider these actions to be normal, 
frequent and normal (2.92%). 

As a witness, documenting incidence can help victims 
in the reporting process by producing 
documentation evidence. However, witnesses must 
understand the main principle in documenting 
incidents of violence and harassment, by not sharing 
the results of the documentation without the 
knowledge and consent of the victim. 

Do you know?
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Ensuring the Victim's Safety and Assistance Is the Main Thing

Just like the pattern of actions taken by


witnesses when the incident took place,


after the incident many witnesses took an


active role in showing their support for


the victim. This is an appreciated finding.


However, not a few (29.12%) of the 
witnesses also chose to remain silent


because they did not know what to do.


This means that there is a gap in 
knowledge and actions that can/should


be done as a witness.

What witnesses did after the incident happened:

54.74%
468 respondents

Asking about the condition of 
co-workers who become a 
victim

37.66%
322 respondents

Help the victim to be able to 
take further action for 
handling the case 

29.12%
249 respondents

Silent and don't know what 
to do

28.65%
245 respondents

Maintain the confidentiality 
of the victim's identity and 
offer assistance

14.27%
122 respondents

Be a witness reporting to 
HR/Management

12.51%
176 respondents

Reporting to HR/ 
Management without the 
victim's knowledge

9.71%
83 respondents

Become a witness reporting 
to the police

2.11%
18 respondents

Regards the action is 
normal, it happens often, 
taken for granted 

0.94%
8 respondents

Disseminate/submit 
evidence without the victim's 
knowledge 

*Percentage of total 855 witnesses
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Case Handling based on Witness Experience in Numbers

Positive

18.25%
156 respondents

Perpetrator apologizes

14.74%
126 respondents

Perpetrators receive sanctions (transfer, suspension, reprimand) 
from company management or committees/task forces

11.11%
95 respondents

Victims receive psychological and physical recovery assistance

7.25%
62 respondents

Perpetrators are being prosecuted

7.13%
61 respondents

Perpetrator was fired

2.34%
20 respondents

Perpetrator was indicted/imprisoned

Hasil Negatif

40.82%
349 respondents

No results

11.46%
98 respondents

Victim to be blamed

10.06%
86 respondents

Witness is accused of interfering

7.60%
65 respondents

Witness was accused of lying

5.96%
51 respondents

Victim fired/forced to resign

5.50%
47 respondents

Victim is threatened

5.26%
45 respondents

The witness received threats from the perpetrators

4.80%
41 respondents

Victims receive sanctions (transfer, suspension, reprimand)

4.09%
35 respondents

Witness gets sanctions (transfer, suspension, reprimand)

3.98%
34 respondents

Victims are criminalized (face a lawsuit or indicted)

2.57%
22 respondents

Perpetrators repeat violence and 
harassment to victims

2.46%
21 respondents

Victim's identity is shared27.37%
234 responden

Settled by deliberation/familiarity

within the company/institution

Where Do Cases of Violence and Harassment in the World of Work Aim at

*percentage of a total 855 witnesses
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A Lack of Trust in the HR/ Management

Reasons for not reporting to HR/Management:

37.03%
277 respondents

I am afraid that I will be 
accused of interfering

31.82%
238 respondents

I am afraid that there will be 
reprisals from the 
perpetrators (feeling 
threatened or afraid of 
becoming the next victim

29.68%
222 respondents

I feel HR/ Management will 
not do anything

28.48%
213 respondents

Maintain the confidentiality 
of thevictim’s identity  and 
offer assistance

27.54%
206 respondents

I’m afraid that no one will 
believe me

24.06%
180 respondents

I’m worried it will affect my 
career

13.37%
100 respondents

I don’t know the process of 
reporting to 

HR/ Management

12.43%
93 respondents

I am waiting for another 
witness to report

9.49%
71 respondents

I didn’t report it because I 
thought it was still normal 
and not crossing the line

9.22%
69 respondents

The perpetrator is my friend

6.15%
46 respondents

I don’t know/not close to the 
victim

4.55%
34 respondents

I don’t want the perpetrator 
to get into trouble

*percentage of the total of 748 witnesses who did not report to HR/Management

The workers’ lack of trust in management 
was the root of the reason the witnesses 
did not report to HR/Management. 
Similar to what happened to the victim, 
some witnesses were also reluctant to 
report because they felt that HR/
Management would not do anything 
(29.68%). In addition, there are still 
concerns that the active involvement of 
witnesses will be judged as an act of 
interference (37.03%).
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The Witness Is Afraid To Be The Next Victim

Personal impact on witnesses:

59.42%
508 respondents

Upset and feeling 
uncomfortable

41.64%
356 respondents

Afraid to be the next victim

30.41%
260 respondents

Mental health disorders 
(depression, anxiety, stress, 
fear, etc.)

29.59%
253 respondents

Relationships and social 
communication with friends, 
family and relationships 
outside of work

22.81%
195 respondents

Self-blaming

13.80%
118 respondents

Physical health problems 
(dizziness, insomnia, aches/
pains, etc.)

*percentage of a total 855 witnesses

Fear of becoming the next victim is the 
most dominant personal impact on the 
witness (41.64%) as the witness 
recognizes that violence and harassment 
in the world of work are real and can 
affect her/him too. Mental health 
disorders (30.41%), social relationships 
and communication outside of work can 
also have an impact on witnesses 
(29.59%). Not infrequently witnesses 
blame themselves for this incident 
(22.81%) and (13.80%) suffers from 
physical health problem.
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Loss of a sense of security at work

Professional impact on witnesses:

38.60%
330 respondents

Ask co-workers to be more 
careful and propose 
improvements to safety 
conditions

35.79%
306 respondents

Want to leave the company/
institution

32.51%
278 respondents

Want to move to a work 
industry thatfeels safer

28.65%
245 respondents

Avoiding certain work 
situations (meetings, locations, 
certain work schedules, etc.)

25.61%
219 respondents

Dare to speak up in the 
community and become an 
activist to call for the 
importance of the environment

15.91%
136 respondents

Want to take a temporary 
leave/vacation

12.75%
109 respondents

My work performance is going 
down and my

performance appraisal is poor

7.02%
60 respondents

No longer want to work forever

*percentage of a total 855 witnesses

The professional impact experienced by 
the witness shows that violence and


harassment in the world of work do not 
only have a negative impact on the victim. 
This of course had a bad effect on


working conditions and teamwork in it 
and eventually made the witness also 
want to leave the company/institution 
(35.79%). On the other hand, there is a 
positive effect where the witness takes a

more role in inviting co-workers to be 
more careful and proposes improvements 
to the work safety condition to the 
management (38.60%).
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Anti-Violence and 
Harassment Mechanism 
in Employment Provider 
(Companies/Institution)
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A Lack of Anti-Violence & Harassment Mechanisms in Employing Companies/Institutions

Anti-Violence & Harassment Mechanism

Mechanisms against violence and harassment owned by 
the company/institution where the respondent works:

34.61%
406 respondents

There are strict sanctions for perpetrators of

violence and harassment cases

34.53%
405 respondents

None

28.90%
339 respondents

There is a clear reporting mechanism for cases of 
violence and harassment

27.37%
321 respondents

There are special regulations regarding violence

and harassment

26.34%
309 respondents

There is a hotline to report cases of violence and

harassment

24.64%
289 respondents

There is identity protection for victims and

witnesses who report (whistle blower system)

23.53%
276 respondents

Don’t know

*percentage of total 855 witnesses

Mechanisms for handling violence and harassment in


institutions/employers’ companies are still minimal, where


34.53% of respondents admitted that there was no 
handling mechanism at all. In other mechanism options 
(besides strict sanctions on perpetrators), the percentage 
rate is consistently below 30%.



Another interesting thing to highlight is that 23.53% of


respondents do not know whether or not there is a


mechanism for handling violence and harassment in their


workplace. This situation becomes a challenge for


employers not to forget to socialize existing regulations,


both internally to their employees and externally to


third/other parties (with work relations). This finding also


reminds the importance of the proactive role of workers to


find out and study the existing mechanisms in the


workplace.
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Respondents’ Hope

“No more cases of violence and

harassment in the world of work!”

"Hoping all companies in Indonesia can 
implement policies of the prevention and 
handling harassment and violence in the 

world of work."

“So that the resolution of cases of

violence and harassment in the


workplace is more in favor of the

victim, not the perpetrator.”

“Society no longer considers

trivial, ignores and justifies all


forms of violence and

harassment in the world of work.”

“The Government to ratify ILO 
Convention 190 ASAP and do 
socialization to the public.”

“There should be special rules/laws related to

violence/harassment in the world of work so that

perpetrators can receive appropriate sanctions


and victims can receive proper assistance.”

“There needs to be training in

every company about violence and


harassment to prevent it in the 
world of work.”

“Victim’s voice is to be

heard, not blamed!”

Anti-Violence & Harassment Mechanism
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Conclusion

The 2022 Workplace Violence and Harassment Survey

is a survey with quantitative methods distributed online

on 12 August - 13 September 2022. Has a total of 1173

respondents with 832 people (70.81%) of whom have

been victims, 855 people (72.77%) have been witnesses, 
and 627 people (53.36%) have been witnesses as well as 
victims of violence and harassment in the world work.

Both victims and witnesses have diverse backgrounds, both 
in terms of identity gender, age, education level, position, 
work sector, and others. This shows that everyone can be 
affected, although it cannot be denied that there are still 
more vulnerable groups, namely queer/non-binary groups, 
women, and people with disabilities. If you look at the 
shape, psychological violence and harassment are the 
most common or have been experienced by 77.40% of 
victims. Followed by violence and sexual harassment, 
economic dimension, online, and physical. This then has a 
negative impact on the professional and personal lives of 
the victims and witnesses.



Unfortunately this is not matched by a strong

policy, 34.53% respondents even stated that 

their companies does not have an anti-violence

and harassment policy. In line with this, 42.55% of

victims stated that they could only stay silent and did 
not know what to do when they experienced it. So it’s 
not surprising, to get justice, not all victims can take formal

channels. Survey shows only 10.94% of victims reported 
the case to HR and only 1.80% of victims reported their 
case to the police. Even so, the majority of witnesses

played an active role in helping victims and also voicing

improvements to work safety and security conditions to

management. The active role of workers is an excellent

first step in creating a safe world of work for all.



The key findings of this survey again show the urgency 
of comprehensive legal protection to protect 
Indonesian workers from violence and harassment in 
the world of work. We can all play a role in eliminating 
violence and harassment in the world of work. Efforts 
that have been made by state institutions, employers’ 
and business associations, labour/workers unions, 
international organizations, non-governmental 
organizations, and civil society organizations need to be 
continued. The one that can be done together is with 
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encourage Indonesia to ratify ILO Convention 190 on the 
Elimination of Violence and Harassment in the World of Work, 
among others, through this petition (change.org/
lawanpredatorduniakerja).

Follow our petition on

the following barcodes

change.org/
lawanpredatorduniakerja
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